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Abstract—The ubiquitous presence of printed circuit boards (PCBs) in modern electronic systems and embedded devices makes their integrity a top security concern. To take advantage of the economies of scale, today’s PCB design and manufacturing are often performed by suppliers around the globe, exposing them to many security vulnerabilities along the segmented PCB supply chain. Moreover, the increasing complexity of the PCB designs also leaves ample room for numerous sneaky board-level attacks to be implemented throughout each stage of a PCB’s lifetime, threatening many electronic devices. In this paper, we propose PDNPulse, a power delivery network (PDN) based PCB anomaly detection framework that can identify a wide spectrum of board-level malicious modifications. PDNPulse leverages the fact that the PDN’s characteristics are inevitably affected by modifications to the PCB, no matter how minuscule. By detecting changes to the PDN impedance profile and using the Frechet distance-based anomaly detection algorithms, PDNPulse can robustly and successfully discern malicious modifications across the system. Using PDNPulse, we conduct extensive experiments on seven commercial-off-the-shelf PCBs, covering different design scales, different threat models, and seven different anomaly types. The results confirm that PDNPulse creates an effective security asymmetry between attack and defense.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern consumer electronics brands depend on a continually growing global supply chain. The number of suppliers for a large smartphone manufacturer such as Samsung reaches into the several thousand and stretches across roughly 70 countries at more than 200 different locations [44]. And while it behooves each company to enlist trustworthy vendors, the sheer number of them and scope of global operations precludes thoroughly vetting everyone involved. Trustworthy vendors are paramount for the development of reliable and robust products. Nowhere is this more important than in critical infrastructures such as power grids or water treatment facilities, in privacy compliance relating to healthcare and financial institutions, or in national defense.

Issues in the supply chain are inherently pervasive due to their scope and come with profound consequences. Direct losses and risk from counterfeiting in the global supply chain are estimated to cost billions of dollars annually [41]. The United States alone, which outsports the next 11 richest countries combined on defense, allocates roughly 40% of its military budget on electronics [38]. A fact that has prompted recent legislation requiring both the Pentagon and Department of Defense to take steps to guarantee the security of its supply chain [47]. The issue extends beyond even reliability, with recent news of maliciously implanted microchips in Supermicro server motherboard that allowed the successful infiltration of nearly 30 companies [43].

Despite their ubiquity, detecting both counterfeiting and PCB Trojans remains an open problem. This is, in part, due to the complexity of the global supply chain market itself. Accounting for every potential point-of-failure or susceptibility is impractical. Efforts have been made in academia to classify state-of-the-art threats and defenses [26], [53]. Still, the work is perennially ongoing and largely unsystematic because of different attack vectors that prevent generalization. Although prior research has been presented on detecting counterfeit, and several robust solutions exist that focus on anomaly detection [5], [27], [48] or authentication [12], [15], [40], unfortunately, these solutions are often inherently incapable of detecting PCB Trojans. For example, embedded signature-based authentication that uses the delay of the JTAG scan chain across the PCB [40] can only protect complex logic ICs with the JTAG feature, and is insensitive to PCB Trojans that avoid impacting the JTAG scan chain.

To address threats in the PCB supply chain, this paper presents PDNPulse, a novel board-level anomaly detection framework that can identify PCB hardware Trojans, on-board counterfeit chips/components, and counterfeit PCBs. PDNPulse leverages the inherent sensitivity of the on-board power delivery network (PDN) to assure that a PCB is free from anomalies. The framework relies fundamentally on the uniqueness of PDN characteristics, which allows profiling in the frequency domain to decouple changes in each part of the PCB design. PDNPulse can monitor a range of subtle malicious changes in the PDN impedance profile, making it ideal for rapid and accurate identification of board-level anomalies at any stage in the supply chain and across different systems. This capability rests on the fact that the PDN is interconnected with all subsystems on the board to provide power throughout its lifetime. In our analysis, we have found that PCB anomalies tend to inevitably affect the PDN and are therefore detectable by PDNPulse.

A PDN in a complex PCB design often consists of subnets from several different voltage domains, with voltage regulator modules (VRMs) in each domain to supply the stable voltages, power traces from the VRMs to connect the chip pins, on-chip power grids to distribute power locally on the die, and decoupling capacitors to mitigate the voltage fluctuations at various PDN stages [10]. All PDN components are connected across multiple levels (e.g., chip, package, board) of the system and form a tree structure to create multiple voltage domains, each with its own VRMs to drive the local supply voltages [63]. In modern electronic systems, the PDN requires low impedance to provide an adequate supply noise margin, a requirement that makes it sensitive to minute modifications. Hence, even minuscule changes to the PCB can affect the PDN characteristics that are detectable by accurate PDN measurements. On the other hand, the PDN is robust to variations in the
PCB manufacturing process, which are distinguishable from malicious changes when profiled in the frequency domain.

To the best of our knowledge, PDNPulse is the first general board-level anomaly detection method that can be used for monitoring full-system, cross-layer behavior. Several recent approaches [37], [54] have proposed PDN impedance-based detection, but do not achieve general, full-system, or cross-layer anomaly detection. Nishizawa et al., [37] models the PDN as a resistor and capacitor in parallel, and measure the PDN capacitance by injecting a single-frequency sine wave and measuring the corresponding amplitude of the current. They demonstrate detection of an anomalous capacitor as low as 0.1\(\mu F\). Wang et al., [54] indirectly measure the PDN impedance at resonant frequency to detect counterfeit PCBs by proposing a ring oscillator (RO) array embedded in integrated circuit (IC). They leverage the fact that when the IC is clocked at the resonant frequency of the PCB’s PDN (e.g., red dot in Fig. 1(c)), the observed supply voltage fluctuations are mainly affected by the PCB PDN impedance. This is measurable as changes in the oscillation frequency of the embedded RO and allows anomaly detection by comparison with a trusted database. This solution further allows authentication by clocking the IC at non-resonant frequencies so that the embedded RO acts as a physically unclonable function (PUF).

PDNPulse, on the other hand, analyzes the PDN using a complex model that includes the parasitics of each on-board component (see Fig. 3(c)) using the complete PDN impedance profile in the frequency domain. As a result, we demonstrate significantly improved detection sensitivity of anomalously inserted capacitance as low as 1.8\(fF\).\(^1\) Both [37], [54] are currently only capable of detecting anomalies in one voltage domain using one (or two) frequency points. Anomalies in other voltage domains or placed far from the measured ports in those defenses can possibly evade detection due to isolation effects of the VRMs and decoupling capacitors, or motivated attackers that shift the affected frequency band of their malicious insertion to bypass detection. To solve this challenge, we extend the traditional PDN analysis [25] by using multi-domain multi-port detection and measuring both self- and transfer PDN impedance. What is more, based on the designed probe, PDNPulse does not require any embedded, or otherwise, hardware modifications. This feature allows flexibility of detection within varying phases of the supply chain, in the field, and on legacy systems without an existing defense. In addition, detection in [37], [54] fails to recognize that in frequency-domain PDN analysis, malicious modifications with minimal parasitics are still observable as shifted PDN profiles with discernible magnitudes [33] at high frequencies. This property facilitates PDNPulse’s detection sensitivity and allows us to employ a pattern-based method using Frechet distance, decreasing the possibility of evasion and increasing the robustness to PCB process variations.

\(^1\)The value is an order-of-magnitude smaller than the parasitic of the 3pin SOT-23 package, one of the smallest chip package footprints (2.6mm x 2.9mm).

In general, we demonstrate that PDNPulse provides broad assurance for commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) electronics across all design layers in the supply chain. The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

- We coalesce different board-level attack effects using PDN impedance profiling and multi-port, multi-domain PDN measurement methodologies for systematic detection.
- We propose PDNPulse, the first general board-level attack detection framework used for monitoring full-system, cross-layer behavior. We present the workflow of PDNPulse, providing comprehensive setup and procedural guidance. We also design a custom probe for PDNPulse that achieves good trade-offs among accuracy, error, and ease-of-use.
- We develop a modified Frechet distance to evaluate the minute differences between the PDNs on two PCBs, which also serves as the security metric. Based on our approach, we develop robust algorithms for both anomaly detection and board classification.
- We present extensive experimental results and analysis of PDNPulse on a wide-range of custom and COTS PCBs. In so doing, we cover different design scales and attack types that demonstrably validate the sensitivity and robustness of PDNPulse for the majority of board-level attacks.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Power Delivery Network (PDN)

The PDN must provide a stable supply voltage and sufficient power to other on-board modules. In a complex PCB design, chips/components have different power distribution requirements for reliable operation, such as supply voltage levels, maximum load currents, and voltage noise margins. Thus, the PDN is composed of VRMs that form a tree structure to create multiple voltage domains. Fig. 1(a) shows one of 17 voltage domains of a BeagleBone single board computer [3], highlighting its power supply net.

Different voltage domains have different power supply specifications and cover different chips/components on the PCB. Each voltage domain has its own VRM to convert the power supply from the upper-node voltage domain and drive the local supply voltage to the chips. The VRM also isolates the two voltage domains since one of its primary functions is to prevent the voltage fluctuations of one domain from propagating to the other domain. When powered off, the VRM is an open circuit, thereby disconnecting the two domains. Between the hierarchical VRMs and chips is the board-level passive distribution network, containing PCB power wire lines, power planes, and on-board discrete decoupling capacitors. Given a voltage domain, probes can be attached to the accessible points (e.g., P1-P4 of Fig. 1(a)) of the power supply net to detect disturbances. Measurements taken at these points can isolate the impedance profile of, for example, SYS_5V, from the 17 possible voltage domains. At the chip level, Fig. 1(b) shows both power grids to distribute power locally on the die and decoupling capacitors at the die or package level. All PDN components are connected across multiple levels (i.e., die, package, and board) of the system and form an infrastructure that can sense disturbance within the system.

B. PDN Impedance Profile

The impedance profile (also known as Z-parameters) of a PDN in the frequency domain is widely used to evaluate its performance, which are represented as a symmetric matrix.

\[
Z_{PDN}(f) = \begin{bmatrix}
Z_{11} & Z_{12} & \cdots & Z_{1n} \\
Z_{21} & Z_{22} & \cdots & Z_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
Z_{n1} & Z_{n2} & \cdots & Z_{nn}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(1)

where \( n \) is the number of measured ports, diagonal elements \( Z_{xx} \) are the self-impedance seen from each measurement port, and non-diagonal elements \( Z_{xy} \) are the transfer impedance between two ports. For traditional PDN analysis, only self-impedance is of interest since it can represent the quality of power supplied to a chip. While for PDN-based anomaly detection, we should also focus on the transfer impedance since on-board capacitors behave like barriers, separating one voltage domain into multiple subdomains. Self-impedance can precisely characterize the PDN in one subdomain, while transfer impedance can sense across multiple subdomains at the cost of higher noise. By combining self-impedance and transfer impedance, we can increase the overall detection accuracy and sensitivity.

Fig. 1(c) is an example profile of PDN self-impedance (\( Z_{11} \)). Both self- and transfer impedance profiles can be roughly divided into two parts: 1) the low-frequency part, which is due to the electrical characteristics of the PDN circuit (specifically, discrete components), and 2) the high-frequency part, which is mainly due to the electromagnetic resonance formed by the PCB cavity between the power planes (i.e., board resonance). Both parts of the profile help reveal the effects introduced by PCB anomalies concerning circuit-level changes and board resonance changes, respectively. Combining both the circuit level and board resonance information, the impedance profile captures minute changes in the PCB design, even if those changes do not directly impact the operability of the PDN circuit itself. Throughout this paper, both low-frequency and high-frequency information are used together to detect PCB modifications.

III. THREAT MODEL

Attack Surface. Attackers can perform physical modifications during any stage of the PCB’s life cycle, such as design, fabrication, integration, distribution, and repair. They have full access to the PCBs and their design details, such as the schematic, layout, and bill-of-material (BoM). The intermediate parties or legitimate end-users can use PDNPulse to detect anomalies on populated (i.e., with all components assembled) PCBs and to verify the trustworthiness along the supply chain.

Attackers’ Motivation. Attackers are dishonest opportunists driven by financial or security incentives. Their goal is to gain either profit or valuable information. Practical PCB threats need to be stealthy (i.e., no blatant violation of design rules or functional failure) and meaningful (i.e., no frivolous modifications without security or financial gains). Thus, attacks that uncontrollably compromise the basic functionality (e.g., short circuits) or have insignificant security impacts (e.g., moving a single via) are out of the scope of our work. Attackers that can undo the changes (e.g., remove the malicious plug-in before PDNPulse’s detection) are also not in scope. Further, implementing Trojans by exclusively modifying a chip’s internal structure (i.e., chip-level Trojans inserted by attackers in chip supply chains) are not considered.

Attack Vectors. Attackers can maliciously yet meaningfully add, remove, alter, and replace arbitrary electrical components of the PCB. Specifically, attackers can implant anomalies by inserting Trojan circuits or performing counterfeit (including low-quality and recycled) replacements. We show that PDNPulse can effectively detect the majority of practical board-level attacks, as summarized below:

- **PCB Trojans (Sec.V-A).** Trojan circuits create a backdoor for attackers and can be utilized to launch attacks compromising security assurance. Known practical PCB Trojans [26], [36], [64] fall into two main categories:

  **Triggerable Trojans (Sec.V-A1 and V-A2).** At the board level, Triggerable Trojans are based on small-package...
chips. For example, chips that integrate numerous logic gates are implanted to be highly functional yet sneaky. To achieve advanced attacks with complex trigger patterns or payload functions, processor chips (e.g., microcontrollers (MCU)) are commonly adopted [22].

**Always-on Trojans (Sec.V-A1).** One notable attack is to steal sensitive information (e.g., secret keys) on the chips by inserting sampling resistors in the power rails that can perform side-channel analysis attacks [17], [55].

- **Chip/Component Counterfeits (Sec.V-B).** The security of such components are unverified. Thus they can be leveraged by attackers to launch attacks (e.g., inject faults when running code). In this paper, we focus on two main types of on-board counterfeits [23]:
  - **Counterfeit Chips (Sec.V-B1).** We refer to chips as those with programmable functions, such as MCUs, microprocessors, and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).
  - **Counterfeit Components (Sec.V-B2).** Other chips are of this type. Examples include transistors, logic gates, and amplifiers. Passive components (e.g., resistors) are not considered since there exists no known practical demonstration of their profitability in counterfeiting.

- **PCB Counterfeits (Sec.V-C).** Such counterfeits expose systems to vulnerabilities and increased failure rates. Practical counterfeit PCBs are usually of three types with varying degrees of stealth:
  - **Imitating (Sec.V-C1).** Attackers have complete access to the PCB design resources. However, for higher profits, they typically replace parts of the original circuit with a low-standard design. The fabricated counterfeit boards are thus different from the original PCBs, which is sometimes observable from the board layout. Still, they can remain undetected since the boards are usually inside the products (e.g., servers), preventing imaging inspection [50].
  - **Cloning (Sec.V-C2).** Adversaries also have all PCB design information. They can fabricate the board with the same layout while embedding counterfeit or low-quality components [52]. This type of counterfeit can be quite difficult to visually distinguish from a genuine board.
  - **Recycling (Sec.V-C2).** Used PCBs are recycled and sold as brand-new ones. This is the stealthiest type since recycled boards can have the same appearance as genuine PCBs.

**Golden Model.** Note that PDNPulse fundamentally identifies whether the tested board can be trusted. In this work, genuine boards (i.e., the golden model) are those supplied directly from the original equipment manufacturer (OEM), including the PCB itself and its on-board electronic components. When building the golden model, process variations due to both PCB fabrication and component variation need to be considered. Specifically, component variations can arise from either fabrication tolerances or the adoption of multiple BOMs. If the deviation of the PDN impedance profiles exceeds the recorded tolerance for the golden model, we can reasonably regard a board under test as untrusted (i.e., malicious/counterfeit/suspicious). Our method is not designed to pinpoint the root causes or malicious intent of such deviations.

**IV. PROPOSED DETECTION METHODOLOGY**

In this section, we first introduce the overall workflow of the proposed PDNPulse framework. We then elaborate on how PDNPulse can help detect different board-level attacks, and discuss the challenges and considerations when measuring the impedance profile of a PCB with respect to attack vectors.

**A. PDNPulse Framework**

The components of the PDNPulse framework are shown in Fig. 2(a), in a step-by-step manner. To build the golden model of a new PCB design, Steps 1~3 should be done once, followed by Step 4 to record several genuine PCB instances. To verify new PCB instances, users should then only conduct Steps 4 and 5.

1. **Voltage Domain Selection.** A PCB’s PDN is comprised of multiple voltage domains. Each voltage domain corresponds to a set of components connected to this domain and the PCB region of this domain. PDNPulse applies multi-domain detection, obtaining measurements from several voltage domains. Selected voltage domains determine the detection coverage. Complete coverage can be achieved by measuring all voltage domains. Given the multi-domain method, measurements can be either intra-domain or inter-domain. In intra-domain detection, to achieve low noise, each voltage domain is measured separately without including the interaction between...
voltage domains. On the other hand, in inter-domain detection, multiple domains are measured together and the coupling effects between different voltage domains are analyzed. This scheme is especially useful for detecting minute changes in chip/components, because the coupling effects are much more pronounced at the chip level than at the PCB level. Inter-domain detection is also applicable when there are insufficient testing ports in one target voltage domain.

\textbf{2 Port Selection.} In this step, users choose the number of testing ports, whose locations are based on the detection targets. Note that testing more ports increases the overall anomaly detection performance, but it also increases the testing cost. The selected ports must be the reachable points of the power supply net (see Fig. 1(a)). One rule of thumb for the best performance is to avoid directly placing the probe at low-impedance nodes (e.g., next to decoupling capacitors), because the measured impedance will be dominated by this low impedance, which overshadows the PDN profile we intend to measure, causing large distortion.

\textbf{3 Experimental Setup.} Once the port locations are determined, the target PCB is put on the testbed, along with positioners, a vector network analyzer (VNA), and multiple probes for measurement. The VNA is configured with the standard 2-port shunt-through method for small impedance measurements [45], followed by standard 2-port calibration to obtain high-precision measurements\(^2\).

\textbf{4 Z-Parameter Measurement.} The S-parameters of the abstracted PDN are first measured by VNA, which are then converted to Z-parameters (i.e., impedance profiles) using Eqn. (A-1) and (A-2) given in Appx. A. Note that all measurements are performed off-line without powering the boards.

\textbf{5 Anomaly Detection.} In this step, users apply anomaly detection algorithms (introduced in Sec.IV-C) to the generated impedance profiles to determine if any anomaly exists.

Fig. 2(b) shows the experimental setup used throughout this paper. We utilize the Keysight E5063A VNA and take the 300\(\text{KHz}\)-3\(\text{GHz}\) as the band of interest, which is the typical selection for PDN analysis. The VNA is set to 10\(\text{KHz}\) maximum intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth, and 1024 points are collected for each impedance profile to obtain a proper frequency resolution. While most components for our testbed were commercially available, the probe was a custom design (see Fig. 2(c)) to meet our unique requirements. We implemented short 50\(\Omega\) traces to reduce the probe’s parasitic effects and match the impedance of VNA. The traces connected two probe tips (signal and ground) with springs to a coaxial adapter, which can be further connected to the VNA. A mechanical probe tuner (the yellow part in Fig. 2(c)) was also designed to precisely adjust the space between the probe tips for measuring ports at various distances. This design overcomes the limitation of commercial probes with fixed tip spacing. Overall, our probe is accurate, relatively inexpensive, and easy to use.

\textbf{B. PDN Sensitivity}

Our method leverages the inherent sensitivity of the PDN for board-level anomaly detection. Fig. 3 illustrates the key idea of our method. The PDN of the PCB can be viewed as a three-dimensional impedance network, as shown in Fig. 3(a), where the top side is the power supply and the bottom side is the ground. The entire PDN is then abstracted into multiple ports, e.g., the four ports (P1, P2, P3, and P4) in Fig. 3(a). Between any two ports and each port and the ground, there exists an impedance component, namely, \(Z_a \sim Z_f\). For each impedance component, there can be a subnetwork of a series of resistors (R), inductors (L), and capacitors (C).

To show how each component can affect the impedance profile, we show a simplified example without loss of generality. That is, we ignore P4 and assume P2 has no direct connection to P3 (i.e., \(Z_f=\infty\)). Thus, we can achieve the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3(b). According to the Z-parameter’s definition, the diagonal and non-diagonal Z-parameters in Eqn. (1) can be calculated as follows:

\[
Z_{11} = Z_a \parallel (Z_b + Z_d) \parallel (Z_c + Z_e) \\
Z_{13} = \frac{Z_a \parallel (Z_b + Z_d) + Z_c + Z_e}{Z_c(Z_a \parallel (Z_b + Z_d))}
\]

where \(Z_b\) is highlighted and works as an example. As shown in Fig. 3(b), if \(Z_b\) changes due to the malicious modification, each Z-parameter element of the network will change in a complex way, as modeled by Eqn. (2) and (3). The pattern and amplitude of the impedance profile (Z-parameter) changes depend on the topology of the PDN and the values of each impedance component.

The example in Fig. 3(b) intuitively illustrates the PCB PDN sensitivity. Although the real PDN is much more complex than the above example, Fig. 3(c) shows a simplified PDN schematic, which is part of the entire PCB PDN. In this figure, all electronic components, such as discrete capacitors, power planes, and on-board chips, can be modeled by RLC components. Together, they form a complex network where each of the PDN Z-parameters can be represented as below:

\[
Z_{xy} = f(\{R_1, ..., R_l\}, \{L_1, ..., L_m\}, \{C_1, ..., C_n\})
\]

where \(R_i, L_j,\) and \(C_k\) include the parasitic effects of all PDN components. \textit{Anomalies at different levels will inevitably introduce changes to the original PDN due to the parasitic effects of the modifications, which can also be modeled as exogenous RLC components, as shown in the red-marked regions in Fig. 3(c).} The values of \(R, L,\) and \(C\) in Eqn. (4) will then deviate from the original values.

\textbf{C. Frechet Distance-based Anomaly Detection Algorithms}

Note that changes in the impedance profile are mainly due to the parasitic effects of a PCB anomaly, causing a shift of the impedance profile, as shown in red in Fig. 3(b). Besides, different anomalies can affect the impedance profile

\textsuperscript{2}Although our probes are not calibrated at the tip end, the systematic error will not affect the findings from the results. This error can be further removed if calibration is conducted at the probe tip end.
The proposed $FD'$ can be viewed as an analog domain alternative of the Hamming Distance (HD) that is widely used for system identification [8]. Here we formulate that stability (i.e., the intra-$FD'$) is the ability of two instances of the same PCB design to generate the same impedance profiles under process variation. It is calculated as $FD'(B_1^{(g)}, B_2^{(g)})$, where both $B_1^{(g)}$ and $B_2^{(g)}$ are genuine boards. The uniqueness (i.e., the inter-$FD'$) is the distinguishability of the impedance profiles of a PCB design with respect to other PCB designs. Inter-$FD'$ is calculated as $FD'(B_1^{(g)}, B_2^{(a)})$, where $B_1^{(g)}$ is the genuine board, and $B_2^{(a)}$ is the board with an anomaly (i.e., malicious modifications or counterfeits). In this paper, the $FD'$s of board pairs are plotted as histograms to show the detection performance. If the intra-$FD'$ and inter-$FD'$ are separable, then malicious boards can be identified without false positives/negatives. Although an ideal $FD'$ histogram should exhibit zero intra-$FD'$ and infinite inter-$FD'$, real measurements often display a more nuanced distribution.

Further, we propose Fretch distance-based classification and anomaly detection methods. For anomaly detection, intra-$FD'$s are calculated for each pair of genuine boards, and the statistical boundary (e.g., $\mu + 3\sigma$) of intra-$FD'$ is set as the threshold. Then the $FD'$s between the test board and the training boards are calculated and compared with the threshold to determine if an anomaly exists. For classification, we adopt the modified K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm as listed in ALG. 1. Instead of calculating the distance of impedance profile features, we use the $FD'$ between the test board and the training board as the distance metric.

### D. Anomaly Detection

Herein we analyze the impacts of board-level anomalies on the PDN. These are the source of PDN Pulse’s high sensitivity and extensive coverage in detecting anomalies.

**PCB Hardware Trojan.** Board-level hardware Trojans are often implemented by adding, removing, or altering discrete components (e.g., components or programmable chips), and they may introduce large deviations in the PDN parameters. Our PDN Pulse framework detects such Trojans by directly
measuring changes in the PDN impedance profile. It is common for the pins of the hardware Trojan components to connect to the PDN to be powered on, which directly creates unexpected parasitic effects on the PDN.

**Counterfeit or Low-Quality Electronic Components.** For counterfeit or low-quality chips/components, the characteristics of the PDN for both the die and package will be different from the original ones, enabling detection by PDNPulse. Take a chip with ball grid array (BGA) package as example. The package substrate has a similar structure to the PCB. The substrate consists of multiple layers connected through microvias to rearrange the location of pins. At the die level, the parasitic effects are dominated by three sources: power grid, substrate diffusion, and MOSFET gates. Both the package and die contribute information for anomaly detection.

**Board Counterfeiting/Recycling.** The impedance profile of a counterfeit/recycled PCB is partially altered by changed specifications of the discrete components. In addition, due to inherent wear or aging, changes in the material characteristics of the PCB (e.g., the dielectric constant of the insulating layer) can also contribute to PDN impedance deviation and thus be detected with similar methodology.

V. PDNPulse Analysis and Results

In this section, we extensively analyze PDNPulse to illustrate its capability to capture board-level attacks, including PCB Trojans, chip/component counterfeits, and PCB counterfeits. We use a range of custom and COTS boards to demonstrate PDNPulse’s broad coverage and high sensitivity. These PCBs cover different scales and complexities of design from 2-layer boards with tens of on-board components to 6-layer boards with hundreds of components. The attacks in our evaluation are deliberately designed to model notable attacks in the real world and are also representative in terms of both stealthiness and impact.

To best illustrate the practical utility of our method, we adopt the reference designs of COTS boards. Many such designs do not provide specific PDN measuring ports. Thus, we employ the in-house-developed probe (see Sec.IV-A) to perform precise measurements. Without loss of generality, here we focus on one voltage domain covering the majority of the PCB, but measuring multiple domains is recommended to avoid blind points. For the results, besides the $F/D'$ histogram, we also report the standard detection performance metrics, true positive rate (TPR), and false positive rate (FPR). An 100% TPR and 0% FPR would be ideal, indicating that the distributions of genuine and malicious/counterfeit boards are completely separable.

A. PCB Trojan Detection

In this subsection, we show that PDNPulse can effectively detect the three types of PCB Trojans discussed in Sec.III. We fabricated genuine (i.e., Trojan-free) and malicious (i.e., Trojan-inserted) boards of two designs: a customized proof-of-concept (PoC) board and an Arduino Due board. The experimental Trojans are representative of known threats and are designed to ensure the original functionality of the board.

1) **Coverage Evaluation with Custom PoC Boards:** We first conduct PoC experiments on a customized microprocessor development board with a relatively simple PDN to validate the coverage of PDNPulse on Trojans.

**Platform Description.** Fig. 4 illustrates the PCB design. This is a 2-layer board containing a SoC chip and its peripheral circuit. Its PDN follows the guideline of the SoC datasheet and has one voltage domain. Fig. 4(a) shows the experimental setup. As a custom design, we implement SMA coaxial cables attached to the PDN, thus the VNA can directly connect to the PDN for accurate measurements. In this experiment, we fabricated and tested 4 boards.

**Anomaly Description.** Fig. 4(b) shows the three inserted Trojans. Each of them is using jumpers to turn on/off. The triggerable Trojan is an ATtiny85 MCU that performs malicious operations using a preloaded program. A real-world attack based on this MCU is to attack a firewall device [22]. The always-on Trojan is a malicious sampling resistor enabling power side-channel analysis attacks and the value of the resistor is set to be the typical 1Ω [55]. The simplified PDN schematic with Trojans is shown in Fig. 4(c).

**Detection Results Analysis.** We show that we can effectively detect all three Trojans, and achieves 100% TPR and 0% FPR. In this PoC experiment, the measurement is based on one port, thus we have one Z-parameter. Fig. 4(d) illustrate the mean $Z_{11}$ impedance (with 95% CI shadowed) when enabling
different Trojans. The blue line show the genuine impedance when none of the Trojans are connected to the circuit.

Triggerable Trojan: In Fig. 4(d), the red line depicts the PDN impedance profile when the ATtiny85 MCU is inserted to the circuit. This MCU’s power pins are connected to the PDN and its functional pins are connected to the target signal traces. Due to the parasitic effects of ATtiny85, an equivalent RLC network is introduced to the PDN, affecting the $R_i$, $L_j$, and $C_k$ values in Eqn. (4). Thus, a dent at $30\,MHz$ is observed. Meanwhile, ATtiny85 also affects the board resonance, causing impedance profile differences above $100\,MHz$.

Always-on Trojan: The green line in Fig. 4(d) depicts the PDN impedance profile when the $1\,\Omega$ sampling resistor is connected in series to the PDN. Due to the insertion of the resistor, the impedance below $10\,MHz$ raises from $0.2\,\Omega$ to $1.2\,\Omega$, and the impedance around $30\,MHz$ deviates from the genuine impedance. Since the genuine impedance at low frequency is $0.2\,\Omega$, with $\pm10\%$ PCB fabrication tolerance, we can accurately detect malicious resistors larger than $0.02\,\Omega$. This value is smaller than almost all commercial resistors.

2) Triggerable Trojan on Arduino Due Boards: Herein, we validate PDNPulse can detect the foremost type of Trojans, triggerable Trojans, on complex COTS Arduino Due boards [2] using designed probes. Three different triggerable Trojans are inserted to the PCBs during the design stage.

Platform Description. Fig. 5(a) shows the genuine Arduino Due board. It is a 2-layer MCU development board based on ATsam3x8e. There are four voltage domains (5V, 3.3V, USBVCC, and XVCC), supporting more than 50 on-board components. In this experiment, we focus on the 3.3V voltage domain since it supplies power to most on-board components. The PDN is abstracted into a 5-port network and the locations of PDN measurement ports are highlighted in Fig. 5(a). The ports are ensured to diversely distribute on the PCB and not on or close to the capacitors. We fabricate 5 genuine Arduino Due boards and 5 malicious ones for testing.

Anomaly Description. Fig. 5(b) highlights the three Trojans, which are carefully designed to be impactful while sneaky. T1 is a small-package MOSFET chip for leaking information through a LED. The LED was used for indicating the output pulse-width modulation signal. At T2, a maliciously programmed MCU ATtiny102F is implemented. Attackers can send messages through UART to the board and trigger ATtiny102F to erase the on-board Flash memory. T3 is based on two 74xx XOR logic chips with small packages, which can be triggered by the software and then crash the system. The readers are referred to [64] for more details of the Trojans.

Detection Results Analysis. Fig. 5(c)-(e) show the robustness and effectiveness of our framework. We also find that PDNPulse is sensitive to minute changes in PCB design while resistant to process variation. We obtain 15 $Z$-parameters for each of the 10 boards, then calculate $FD'$ for $5\times 5=25$ genuine-malicious pairs.

Fig. 5(c) shows that due to the Trojans, the malicious boards can be easily distinguished from genuine boards even with process variation, where we exhibit one of the measured impedance profiles, $Z_{55}$, and plot the profiles of all 10 boards.

In Fig. 5(d)(e), histograms of $FD'$ demonstrate the effectiveness of FD-based detection algorithm and the benefits of multi-port detection. For the $FD'$ histograms in this paper, the $FD'$ is with respect to the genuine boards, where we calculate the intra-$FD'$ for all genuine-malicious board pairs and mark them as Genuine (blue bars in Fig. 5(d)), and we mark the inter-$FD'$ of all genuine-malicious board pairs as Malicious (red bars in Fig. 5(d)). Fig. 5(d) is based on 3-port detection, where only ports P1-P3 (with 6 $Z$-parameters) are utilized. The clear gap between the intra-$FD'$ and inter-$FD'$ implies that a threshold can be set to successfully identify potential boards. Then Fig. 5(e) shows the results leveraging all 5 ports (with 15 $Z$-parameters). The gap significantly increases, making the detection more resistant to PCB tolerance and sensitive to Trojans. In both 3-port and 5-port detection, we achieve 100% TPR and 0% FPR.

We further show that PDNPulse maintains high sensitivity on complex COTS boards. We remove one chip at T3 on the M4 board (the Malicious board with index 4) during the testing for ease of debugging. The profile of M4 board is clearly different from other Malicious boards, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 5(c). The package of the removed chip is smaller than
any other digital chip on this board. Since the parasitic effects are correlated with the chip’s physical size [33], this result indicates the sensitivity of PDNPulse.

B. Counterfeit Chip/Component Detection

In this subsection, we demonstrate the desirable performance and sensitivity of PDNPulse in detecting both counterfeit chips and components. While, existing works may fail to detect both types since they typically utilize specific design features that are not compatible with both chips and components (e.g., JTAG, which is only available in chips [40]). Besides, the labels (i.e, markings) of chips/components can be removed or occluded (e.g., by EM shields), invalidating imaging/visual inspection. We overcome these limitations by utilizing unified PDN electrical properties. Here we perform detection on four platforms: PYNQ-Z1 and PYNQ-Z2 FPGA development board, Trezor One digital wallet, and MSI H310M computer motherboard. The target chips/components are in various packages to show PDNPulse’s coverage.

1) Counterfeit Chip on PYNQ Boards: PDNPulse can detect counterfeit chips in various packages including BGA package and quad flat package (QFP), which are intentionally chosen to reflect the variety of package forms used in the chips. We detect counterfeit chips in BGA package on two platforms, PYNQ-Z1 and PYNQ-Z2 boards, then conduct experiments on Trezor One board that is based on a MCU chip in a QFP. Here we mainly introduce details for detecting PYNQ boards, and evaluate the Trezor One board in Appx. B, where similar experiments are conducted. The results in Appx. B show that we can effectively (100% TPR, 0% NPR) identify the counterfeit chip in a QFP.

Platform Description. Fig. 6(a) and (b) highlight the measured ports on both PYQN boards. These two boards are FPGA development boards based on the Xilinx XC7Z020 FPGA. The boards have 6 layers and more than 100 on-board components. In this experiment, we purchase 5 PYNQ-Z1 boards and 5 PYNQ-Z2 boards. The PDNs are elaborately designed, including more than 15 voltage domains. The FPGA chip is supplied by 4 voltage domains (3.3V, 1.0V, 1.8V, and 1.5V). We select the ports from these 4 voltage domains (at the bottom side of the FPGA), and abstract the PDN into a 4-port network with each port for one domain.

Anomaly Description. To mimic chip counterfeiting, we replace the original FPGA chips of 2 PYNQ-Z1 boards and 2 PYNQ-Z2 boards with recycled ones considering that chip recycling is the main source for chip counterfeiting. Note that these recycled chips may not be authentic before recycling.

Detection Results Analysis. Fig. 6(c)-(f) illustrate that the counterfeit FPGA chips are distinguishable from genuine ones. Since there are 4 ports in 4 voltage domains, 10 $Z$-parameters are available. We collect 6 non-diagonal $Z$-parameters (e.g., $Z_{12}, Z_{24}$) for each board to emphasize the coupling effects between voltage domains. In Fig. 6(c)(d), one of the $Z$-parameters, $Z_{12}$ of all boards are plotted to show the differences between genuine boards and counterfeit ones.

Then, in Fig. 6(e)(f), we use $FD'$ matrix to quantitatively validate the results in Fig. 6(c)(d) by considering all measured $Z$-parameters and analyzing the relationship between FPGA chip date codes [59]. In Fig. 6(e), the genuine boards have low $FD'$ with each other while having high $FD'$ with the counterfeit boards. Thus, a threshold can be set to successfully identify counterfeit boards with 100% TPR and 0% FPR. Compared with PYNQ-Z1, the differences between PYNQ-Z2 boards with different FPGA date codes are more obvious. Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 6(f), the $FD'$ between G1 and G3 or between G2 and G3 are even higher than the $FD'$ between G1 and C1. We find that both G1 and G2 are manufactured at 2033 (the 33th week of 2020), while G3 is manufactured at 2021 (the 21st week of 2020). We also see this relationship in Fig. 6(e), where G1 (date code: 1929) is closer to G2 (1949) compared to G3 (1949). For PYNQ-Z2, single threshold-based detection yields false positives/negatives. As will be discussed in Sec.VI, these faults can be avoided by modeling multiple batches and applying the FD-KNN algorithm (ALG. 1).

2) Counterfeit Component on Motherboards: We further show both PDNPulse’s effectiveness in detecting counterfeit components and its scalability for assuring the security of large-scale PCB designs. The high sensitivity of PDNPulse for detecting counterfeit chips/components is also validated.

Platform Description. Fig. 7(a) shows the selected large-scale design, MSI H310M computer motherboard, and PDN measurement ports. The board contains 6 layers and hundreds.
of components. On the motherboard, there exist more than 30 voltage domains and the supply voltage ranges from 1V to 12V with different specifications. For most voltage domains, the supplied components usually concentrate in a small area of the board. In this experiment, we focus on the 3.3V voltage domain and abstract the PDN to a 6-port network. The components supplied by 3.3V voltage domain spread across the board, thus we can evaluate the board with one domain. We purchase 4 and 3 brand-new motherboards fabricated by two production lines (confirmed by checking the S/N code shown in Fig. 7(d)) for PDN measurements. We further show both PDNPulse’s effectiveness in detecting counterfeit components and its scalability for assuring the security of large-scale PCB designs.

Anomaly Description. While both boards are legitimate versions, the BOMs of the two production lines are different. Thus, to mimic component counterfeit, the boards from one production line are regarded as genuine and the other production line is treated as counterfeit. Based on the PDN measurements, after carefully examining the two motherboards, we notice that only the transistor at P1 (see Fig. 7(a)) for power management is different in both boards (see Fig. 7(b) and (c)).

This transistor is thus utilized as an instance of mimicking component counterfeiting attacks.

Detection Results Analysis. Fig. 7(e) illustrates the impacts on PDN impedance profile due to the transistor at P1. With 6 ports, we measure 21 $Z$-parameters for each board. Here, the $Z_{11}$ of all 7 motherboards are plotted, where the differences between the 4 genuine and 3 counterfeit boards are clear. By examining other $Z$-parameters, the differences are observable mainly in the $Z$-parameters related to P1. Since the two boards have different transistor models at P1, even though the two transistors have the same package, the impedance profiles are different from each other. To confirm this finding, we exchange this transistor among four boards (2 from genuine boards, 2 from counterfeit boards). As shown in Fig. 7(e), the 2 blue dashed lines are the genuine boards with transistors from counterfeit boards, and the 2 red dashed lines are counterfeit boards with genuine transistors. We observe that the impedance profiles of the modified boards match with the other type of boards, meaning that the transistor at P1 causes the differences between profiles.

We further use the $FD'$ based on all 21 $Z$-parameters to quantitatively show PDNPulse effectively detects the counterfeit component. There are total $4 \times 3 = 12$ genuine-genuine pairs and $4 \times 3 = 12$ genuine-counterfeit pairs. Fig. 7(f) shows the histogram of board pairs. The TPR and FPR are 100% and 0%, respectively. Since we detect a counterfeit component in a quite small package on a large-scale PCB, the results not only show PDNPulse’s good scalability for complex designs such as motherboards, but also indicate its high sensitivity in counterfeit chip/component detection.

C. Counterfeit PCB Detection

In this subsection, we show that PDNPulse can also detect PCB counterfeit with varying degrees of sneakiness. Two PCB designs are selected, an Intel I350-T4 Ethernet adapter and an Arduino Uno board, covering the three types of PCB counterfeit discussed in Sec.III.
1) **Imitation Network Adapter Boards**: We demonstrate the capability of PDNPulse in detecting an imitation Intel I350-T4 Ethernet adapter. This imitation is a real-world attack and is well documented [50]. We also illustrate PDNPulse can perform cross-board detection, where imaging inspection may not be available.

**Platform Description.** Intel I350-T4 is a network adapter board based on the Intel I350 processor. There are three voltage domains on PCI-E connector as well as the adapter board, 12V, 3.3V, and 3.3Vaux. Correspondingly, we abstract the PDN to a 3-port network for direct detection and the locations of these ports are shown in Fig. 8(a). For cross-board detection, we plug the network adapter into the MSI H310M PRO-VDH PLUS computer motherboard. The probe is attached to the PCI-E 12V power pin on the motherboard. Note that here the computer motherboard is not powered.

**Anomaly Description.** We purchase 3 genuine boards and 3 counterfeit ones, as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b). We confirm that the counterfeit boards are imitated boards for two reasons. First, the word “Delta” on the Delta Ethernet transformers (T1 in Fig. 8(b)) should be embossed on the chip. Second, the peripheral circuit (T2 in Fig. 8(b)) is replaced with a low-standard design. As reported in [50], the counterfeit boards are equipped with low-quality chips and components such that these boards will probably fail within one year.

**Detection Results Analysis.** Fig. 8(c)(d) show PDNPulse’s effectiveness of both direct and cross-board detection. We obtain $F'D'$ for $3 \times 3 = 6$ genuine-genuine pairs, and $3 \times 3 = 9$ genuine-counterfeit pairs. In Fig. 8(c), the $F'D'$ are calculated based on all 6 $Z$-parameters (3 ports). Even though the two boards have the same PCB layout, due to the usage of different on-board components, the intra- and inter-$F'D'$ are significantly different. Fig. 8(d) shows the results of cross-board detection, where $F'D'$ is based on one $Z$-parameter. In cross-board detection, the impedance profiles of network adapters are distorted by the PDN of the motherboard and the parasitics of PCI-E connector, which reduces the inter-$F'D'$. However, we still can identify the counterfeit boards. We have 100% TPR and 0% FPR in both types of detection.

2) **Cloned and Recycled Arduino Uno Boards**: We then demonstrate PDNPulse on cloning and recycling detection by experimenting with Arduino Uno boards [6], which are popular in the market for their low cost.

**Platform Description.** Arduino Uno is an open-source MCU development board based on the ATMega328P. It has been fabricated and sold by many manufacturers, which serves as an excellent example of cloning attacks. Fig. 9(a) shows the locations of the three measurement ports. We measure the 5V voltage domain which is the main supply voltage of the PCB and abstract the PDN to a 3-port network.

**Anomaly Description.** We purchase a total of 39 boards from three different vendors (13 from each vendor): Arduino.cc, Elegoo, and Kuman, as shown in Fig. 9(a)-(c), respectively. All three designs share the same schematic and layout. We mimic PCB cloning by referring to Elegoo and Kuman boards as counterfeit boards, while the official Arduino boards from Arduino.cc are treated as genuine ones.

The recycling detection is performed on the official Arduino Uno board by stressing 4 boards using a temperature chamber with 100°C (373K) to mimic worn-out boards. The according thermal acceleration factor (TAF) [34] is 61.05, and the boards are stressed for 71 hours to have roughly 6 months of equivalent use time.

**Detection Results Analysis.** Fig. 9(d) illustrates PDNPulse can successfully detect the cloned boards, where we show $Z_{33}$ out of 6 collected $Z$-parameters. During the measurements, we notice that there are two batches of Elegoo boards (marked as Elegoo-I and Elegoo-II), which cannot be visually distinguished from each other. However, we can confirm the two batches from their impedance profiles. The impedance profiles of Elegoo-I and Elegoo-II are different from each other for all $Z$-parameters. For each batch, the impedance profiles

$\text{TAF} = \exp \left( \frac{E_a}{k} \left( \frac{1}{T_{op}} - \frac{1}{T_{stressed}} \right) \right)$,

where $k = 8.62 \times 10^{-5}$ eV/K, $E_a = 0.5 eV$, $T_{op} = 295$K is nominal temperature, $T_{stressed} = 373$K is stressed temperature.
of the boards are consistent with other boards of the same batch. Since the differences are mostly at the low frequency, we infer that the two batches have the same PCB layout, but the on-board components may be from different vendors or have different specifications.

Cloning: In Fig. 9(e), we plot the $FD'$ histogram of the three vendors with respect to official Arduino boards, to show that the genuine Arduino boards can be distinguished from the counterfeit (i.e., non-Arduino) boards with 100% TPR and 0% FPR. We also demonstrate that the developed $FD'$-KNN algorithm (see ALG. 1) can classify the boards into multiple classes to prevent false positives on different batches of boards. Moreover, multi-port measurement can increase the classification accuracy. Fig. 9(f) illustrates the relationship between the average classification accuracy, the number of boards for training, and the number of ports. We use $FD'$-3NN to classify the board into 4 classes (i.e., Arduino, Kuman, Elegoo-I, and Elegoo-II). For each configuration (i.e., # of training boards and # of ports), we run 500 trials and compute the average accuracy. Both the training boards and the measured ports are randomly selected for each trial. Compared with 1-port detection, 2-port detection improves the classification accuracy to higher than 99.8%. In addition, using the 3-port detection, a 100% detection accuracy can be reliably achieved with only 4 training boards from each class.

Recycling: In Fig. 9(g) we compare the impedance profiles of both reference and recycled boards. The recycled boards have lower impedance at 1.2MHz, which is mainly due to the increasing leakage current of the capacitors. We observe 34.3 average inter-$FD'$ with respect to genuine Arduino boards, corresponding to up to 62.5% TPR and 33% FPR. Note that this performance is mainly limited by the short amount of time in our experiments to stress the board. In practice, recycling is performed beyond 6-month use time to reap the maximal profits. PDNPulse can detect recycling boards effectively.

VI. DEFENDING AGAINST ADAPTIVE ATTACKERS

In this section, we discuss PDNPulse’s capabilities against adaptive attackers who attempt to bypass PDNPulse intentionally. The detection sensitivity is first explored to show the performance of detecting well-designed Trojans. Then other stealthier mechanisms that attackers can utilize are discussed. Overall, PDNPulse aims to create an effective security asymmetry between attack and defense. Although PDNPulse is not an ultimate solution for PCB attacks, implementing PDNPulse can significantly mitigate potential threats. The most motivated attackers can intentionally bypass PDNPulse but likely at the cost of making their malicious implants more easily detected by orthogonal approaches (e.g., inspection, functional test, and integrity check), or requiring significantly advanced techniques.

A. Detection Sensitivity

To achieve both visual and electrical stealth, attackers may deliberately miniaturize malicious circuits (e.g., by using small-package chips). This strategy aims to bypass PDNPulse anomaly detection because chips/components with small footprints also tend to have lower parasitics, making them closer to the ideal open circuit ($C=0, L=\infty, R=\infty$) when connected in parallel with the PDN. However, in frequency-domain PDN analysis, malicious modifications with minimal parasitics are still observable as shifted PDN profiles with discernible magnitudes [33] at high frequencies. This property facilitates PDNPulse’s detection sensitivity.

To investigate the limits of detection sensitivity of PDNPulse in response to attackers’ efforts, we build a simulation model to capture the PDN of the custom PoC boards in Sec.V-A1 and study the impact of various malicious modifications. We use the well-accepted modeling methodology described in the industry documentation [30] and abstract the chips as RLC networks in parallel with the PDN. The circuit model is validated by toggling the connection/disconnection of ATtiny85 to the PDN, then comparing the simulated impedance profiles with the experimentally measured one. The simulation results are consistent with the hardware measurements (see the black dashed lines in Fig. 10(a)). Note that we focus on the low/middle frequency range of the impedance profile, since the high frequency response (> 100MHz) is strongly influenced by the board resonance and must be captured by full-wave EM simulation.

The sensitivity of PDNPulse is affected by both PCB process variation (i.e., tolerance) and intrinsic parasitics of the anomalies. In Fig. 10(b), we present the simulated PDNPulse performance for detecting ATtiny85 with varying levels of PCB tolerances using Monte-Carlo simulation, where process variation follows Gaussian distribution and the tolerance is $3\sigma$. Results in Fig. 10(b) show that PDNPulse has desirable performance under $\pm20\%$ tolerance, beyond the worst case variations for COTS boards. Acceptable performance can be achieved even with $\pm50\%$ tolerance. We thus conclude that PDNPulse detection sensitivity is sufficient to handle process variation of typical COTS boards. This conclusion is further validated by comparing the simulated ROC curves with hardware measurements (the red dashed line in Fig. 10(b)).

In Fig. 10(c), we present PDNPulse’s sensitivity as a function of the RLC parameters. We first simulate the chip with 3pin SOT-23 package ($C=0.12pF, L=1.4nH, R=3\Omega$) [29], one of the smallest package footprints available (2.6mm × 2.9mm).
Results show PDNPulse can successfully spot these stealthy changes. We then use the parasitics of an ATtiny85 chip ($C_0=0.9\text{nF}, L_0=21\text{nH}, R_0=3\Omega$) as a reference and scale its RLC values to explore the limits of PDNPulse. We can achieve acceptable performance with even $10L_0$, $100R_0$, or $5\times10^{-5}C_0(1.8\text{fF})$, where the parasitics of anomaly are an order-of-magnitude smaller than the SOT-23 package. Even though the simulation is based on the Trojan PoC board, we are confident that the conclusion and trends here can be extended to other types of anomalies including counterfeits. Note that the RLC network model is not specific to ATtiny85 and can represent any type of anomaly described in this paper. By including the board resonance, adopting multi-port detection, and increasing the measurement bandwidth, the performance can be further improved.

B. Attacker Response

We explore available attack vectors that either undermine PDNPulse by avoiding connection to the PDN, or attempt to bypass PDNPulse by hiding its impact on the PDN impedance profile and discuss their feasibility in what follows.

1) Avoid PDN Connection: PDNPulse assumes that counterfeits and persistent PCB Trojans require a power supply to operate and that their power pins are typically attached to the PDN. Thus, adversaries can avoid connecting the PDN to bypass PDNPulse.

Using an Alternative Power Source. An adversary may use self-powered circuits or harvest power from data signals to avoid connecting directly to the PDN. If a self-powered Trojan employs a battery that is intended to be both persistent and long-term, then both its capacity and size need to meet those specifications (e.g., to spy on the target system [43]). COTS batteries are not an option in this case since the diameters of most are greater than 6mm [57]. Thus, attackers would need to adopt significantly advanced battery fabrication and integration techniques to be successful. Circuits that harvest ambient energy are typically based on coils or photodiodes with relatively large footprints to maximize energy extraction. In this case, the main challenge of the adversary would be evading visual inspection. However, we expect multiple anomaly detection techniques to be employed, such as ones that detect hidden modifications [7], [31], because PDNPulse is not intended to be an ultimate solution. Trojans that harvest power from data signals are also plausible. Note that a practical implementation should consider the loading effect on the signal pins and avoid impacting the signal quality to pass the standard functionality tests. Another consideration for such an attack is that to provide a stable power supply the adversary would also need to control the status (e.g., keep logic high) of that signal pin when the Trojan is working, which requires additional handling circuitry. It is worth mentioning that attacks using the above three methods have not been reported.

Passive Attacks. Attackers may also use purely passive circuits which do not require a power supply. However, we believe the potential attacks using only passive circuits are limited (typically to signal traces) and often lead to uncontrollably compromising essential functions. For example, an attack is presented in [19] that alters trace spacing and dimensions to cause cross-talk, but also impacts the original signal quality due to increased interference. Detecting such modifications to signal traces is out of the scope of our work but it can be achieved by functionality tests. Please note that PDNPulse can detect passive attacks related to the PDN (see Sec.V-A1). Designing configurable and stealthy Trojans using passive circuits is still an open question, and we are unaware of any documented attacks.

2) Hidden Impact on PDN Impedance Profile: Although Trojans have to attach to the PDN, attackers may try to reduce their impact on PDN profiles to evade PDNPulse. We discuss several possible methods for doing so below.

Exploit Insufficient Measurements. adversaries may learn the measurement parameters of PDNPulse, such as the measured voltage domains and ports, and then intentionally implant their Trojan outside of those parameters to avoid being detected. The challenge for this approach is that malicious modification will unpredictably affect multiple impedance profiles (i.e., multiple $Z$-parameters) simultaneously (see Sec.IV-B). To find reliable measurement blind spots for implantation under multi-domain multi-port detection, attackers would need to obtain the RF models of both the victim PCB and Trojan circuits, then simulate the PDN profiles when placing Trojans in each potential location to verify the blind spot will remain hidden. Note that such RF models are usually not available and attackers typically need to measure the whole PDN using our method to obtain the models.

Compensate for PDN Impedance Effect. As described in the previous section, a motivated attacker may obtain the RF model of the PDN. They may then adjust the circuit design to compensate for the parasitics of the Trojan and avoid detection. Unfortunately, passive R, L, and C components have different (instead of mutually offset) effects in the frequency domain, which prevents them from canceling one another out. However, they can shift the affected spectrum band (i.e., compensate the impedance at one or several frequency points). To fully compensate for the PDN profiles, attackers would have to adjust the original PDN design (e.g., remove decoupling capacitors). However, since the adjustment for one $Z$-parameter will inevitably affect other $Z$-parameters attackers must exhaustively search for a solution to fully compensate the PDN profile (all $Z$-parameters), and there may even be no such solution.

Transient Physical Modifications. PDNPulse is not designed as a tamper-evident technology and attacks that can be undone, or are not persistent physical modifications, are outside its scope. One possible attack can be de-soldering, maliciously programming, then re-soldering the memory chip [1]. However, such attack can be caught by software integrity verification [51].
Table I: Comparison with existing anomaly detection techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Full PCB Coverage</th>
<th>Non-Destructive</th>
<th>Backward Compatible</th>
<th>In-Field Detection</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reverse Engineering [11], [21]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Imaging [13], [14], [31]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray [7], [31]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>$$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay Side Channel [28], [46]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Side Channel [19], [42]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp. Measurement [54], [56]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PDNPulse (this work)</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

PDNPulse could suffer detection failures when insufficient or inappropriate ports/voltage domains are measured. We have analyzed its robustness to port selection (e.g., Fig. 5 and 9) in multi-port detection. However, the strategy for determining the minimum number of ports and the most appropriate port/voltage domain is device-specific and anomaly-specific. We plan to investigate it with a complex distributed simulation model in future work.

Another limitation of PDNPulse is that manufacturing flaws in a PCB cannot be distinguished from malicious modifications, even though both are anomalies. For example, in Fig. 5(c), the impedance profile of the M3 board is surprisingly different from the others, but we could not see any difference between the M3 and the other four malicious boards. This unusual situation can also occur with genuine boards and raise a false alarm. Interpreting the PDN impedance profile can solve this issue and will be a focus of our future work.

We have shown that PDNPulse is robust to non-anomaly changes such as de-soldering and replacing with the same IC (e.g., Fig. 7(e)). However, to prevent false positives, the process variation due to different batches/vendors should be included in building the golden model. For instance, in Fig. 6(f), due to the large process variation between chip batches, directly applying the $FD^i$ algorithm will yield false positives. Our $FD^i$-KNN method can effectively deal with such situations by classifying the board under test into multiple vendors/batches, as shown in Sec.V-C2.

One of the salient features of PDNPulse is it has no hardware overhead and can be applied to legacy PCBs without any modifications. Potential PCB changes such as adding test points connected to the PDN can be made to increase PDNPulse’s stability and performance. A PDNPulse-aware PCB design framework will be our future direction, which can efficiently insert PDN test points during the design stage.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Facing numerous board-level attacks, detection methods have been developed, but they are often piecemeal solutions, capable of identifying only a particular attack under specific restrictions. Table I highlights that PDNPulse can rapidly capture a wide range of threats at relatively low cost.

Reverse Engineering and Image Inspections. Reverse engineering [11], [21] provide most comprehensive detection, but it suffers from long detection time and high cost, and it is destructive. Image inspection methods can be divided into surface imaging and volumetric imaging. Surface imaging uses such as visible light [13], [58] and interferometry [36] to detect anomalies. Cameras or microscopes are needed to detect the change of PCB surface pattern [31] or to visually examine PCBs [14]. However, surface imaging cannot detect sophisticated counterfeits. For volumetric imaging using radiation, X-ray [7], [31] is commonly applied to comprehensively capture the internal structure of PCBs, which also suffers high cost and needs to de-solder components. In contrast, our method does not require expensive optical/X-ray equipment and can be conducted with a standard VNA.

Side-Channel Analysis. System-level delay side-channel information (such as based on JTAG [28], I2C [46]), power side-channel information [42], or combined multiparameter side-channel analysis [19] can be utilized to perform anomaly detection and run-time monitoring. Although, power and delay side-channel leakage are fundamentally caused by the PDN of target devices, their analysis is usually limited to specific anomaly types and offers only partial PCB area coverage. Rather than relying on leaked information, we directly measure the PDN and thus can retrieve more in-depth information.

Impedance Measurement. The changes to impedance patterns, resonant frequency, signal response of the trace, bus, or transmission line can be measured to detect anomalies [18], [24], [35], [39], [56], [60]–[62]. However, due to using parts of the PCB design (e.g., bus), these approaches can only detect the anomalies attached to this trace, limiting both detectable anomaly types and locations. Since PDNPulse is based on the PDN, which is connected to each part of the system, the coverage of detection is significantly increased.

PDN Impedance-based Measurement. PDN impedance-based detection has been explored in various ways [37], [54]. As discussed in Sec.I, although successful, existing PDN impedance solutions only focus on specific types of anomalies and parts features (e.g., impedance at fixed frequencies) of the local PDN. Our work comprehensively explores the characteristics of PDN of the whole PCB. We specify the systematic analysis of PDN effects and the experimental setup for accurate multi-port, multi-domain PDN measurements and demonstrate experimentally PDNPulse’s robustness to probe location, PCB scale, and port numbers. Our extensive experimental results show PDNPulse’s effectiveness in detecting board-level attacks and counterfeiting.

IX. CONCLUSION

We propose a novel board-level attack detection framework named PDNPulse. It leverages the inherent sensitivity of the on-board PDN to reliably authenticate that a PCB is free from tampering and/or anomalies. It is light-weight and compatible
with legacy systems, and requires no hardware overheads or design modifications for deployment. We conduct extensive experiments on both custom and COTS PCBs covering different design scales, different anomaly types, and different threat models, and demonstrate PDNPulse can rapidly capture a wide range of threats at low cost.
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From the equivalent circuit in Fig. A-1, we can calculate the self-impedance $Z_{0}$ of the PDN, respectively. Based on the equivalent circuit, we connect the two ports of VNA to the first and second port of the PDN via coaxial cables. Step 1 and Step 2, we use the 2-port shunt-through method to connect the two ports of PDN, respectively. By measuring the $S_{21}$ parameters using the VNA, then transfer them to $Z$-parameters. The challenge proposed by measuring PDN impedance is that the PDN impedance is usually very small ($0.1\Omega \sim 10\Omega$) while the typical measurement methods based on the VNA target the impedance around $50\Omega$. To solve this issue, we adopt the 2-port shunt-through method [45] to facilitate low-impedance measurement. Fig. A-1 illustrates the equivalent circuit of using the VNA to measure the PDN impedance. It is a variant of 4-port Kelvin method which is used to measure the very low resistance (as shown in the left side of Fig. A-1). Similarly, for 2-port shunt-through method, the two ports of VNA are connected to the same port of the PDN via coaxial cables. From the equivalent circuit in Fig. A-1, we can calculate the impedance as follows.

$$Z_{ii} = \frac{Z_{0}}{2} \frac{S_{21}}{1 - S_{21}}$$

(A-1)

where $S_{21}$ is measured by VNA and $Z_{0}$ is the reference impedance of the VNA (typically $50\Omega$). Note that except $Z_{0}$ all parameters are complex numbers.

APPENDICES

A. S-Parameters-based PDN Measurements

In this paper, we measure the scattering parameters (S-parameters) of the network using the Vector Network Analyzer (VNA), then transfer them to $Z$-parameters. The challenge proposed by measuring PDN impedance is that the PDN impedance is usually very small ($0.1\Omega \sim 10\Omega$) while the typical measurement methods based on the VNA target the impedance around $50\Omega$. To solve this issue, we adopt the 2-port shunt-through method [45] to facilitate low-impedance measurement. Fig. A-1 illustrates the equivalent circuit of using the VNA to measure the PDN impedance. It is a variant of 4-port Kelvin method which is used to measure the very low resistance (as shown in the left side of Fig. A-1). Similarly, for 2-port shunt-through method, the two ports of VNA are connected to the same port of the PDN via coaxial cables. From the equivalent circuit in Fig. A-1, we can calculate the impedance as follows.

$$Z_{ii} = \frac{Z_{0}}{2} \frac{S_{21}}{1 - S_{21}}$$

(A-1)

where $S_{21}$ is measured by VNA and $Z_{0}$ is the reference impedance of the VNA (typically $50\Omega$). Note that except $Z_{0}$ all parameters are complex numbers.

Fig. A-2 shows the process of measuring the full $Z$-parameters using the VNA. Here we use a 2-port network as an example for simplicity. When the PDN has more than two ports, we can repeat the process for all port combinations. In Step 1 and Step 2, we use the 2-port shunt-through method to connect the two ports of VNA to the first and second port of PDN, respectively. By measuring the $S_{21}^{(1)}$ and $S_{21}^{(2)}$ we can get the self-impedance $Z_{11}$ and $Z_{22}$ according to Equation (A-1). During Step 3, two ports of the VNA are connected to the two ports of PDN, respectively. Based on the equivalent circuit, we yield the transfer impedance $Z_{21}$ ($Z_{12}$) of the PDN:

$$Z_{21} = Z_{12} = \frac{Z_{0}}{2} \left( \frac{Z_{S_{21}^{(1)}}}{Z_{0}} + \frac{Z_{S_{21}^{(2)}}}{Z_{0}} - \frac{Z_{S_{21}^{(1)}} Z_{S_{21}^{(2)}}}{Z_{0}} + \frac{Z_{S_{21}^{(1)}} Z_{S_{21}^{(2)}}}{Z_{0}} \right)$$

(A-2)
B. Counterfeit chip detection on Trezor One bitcoin hardware wallet boards

Fig. B-3(a) shows the layout of Trezor One bitcoin hardware wallet. Trezor One is an open sourced hardware project developed by the Trezor [4]. It offers security for cryptocurrency, password management, and second-factor authentication. The Trezor One is based on the STM32F205, which is a popular ARM Cortex M3 based MCU developed by STMicroelectronics (ST). Besides ST, various other manufacturers also produce alternative parts of STM32 series, using a similar naming style. For example, GigaDevice developed the GD32F205 [20] based on ARM Cortex M3, and this chip is fully compatible with the pinout and periphery options of STM32F205. It can provide a drop-in replacement for STM32F205. Based on the open-source design, we design and fabricate 8 Trezor One boards. During the assembly phase, we solder 4 boards with GD32F205 and the other four with STM32F205. Note that if the electronic device vendors explicitly list the used GD32F205 chip, then it is not a real counterfeit case. Still, in our experiment, we replace STM32F205 with GD32F205 to mimic the counterfeit chip scenario (in real-world counterfeit case, other low quality alternatives will be used to fake the chip from ST [9]). The board with GD32F205 is shown in the right side of Fig. B-3(a). Fig. B-3(a) also shows the ports for PNDPulse multiport evaluation.

In this board, there are two voltage domains: 5V and 3.3V. Between these two voltage domains, we focus on the 3.3V voltage domain because this voltage domain supports the majority of on-board components including the MCU. We abstract the PDN to a 3-port network and set ports around the MCU to increase the PDN sensitivity to different MCUs. The testing ports are located at the decoupling capacitors around the MCU. Since the Trezor One is a small-scale PCB, the PDN impedance is relatively high and we can stand the distortion caused by the decoupling capacitors.

Fig. B-4 shows the impedance profiles of $Z_{11}$ and $Z_{13}$ respectively. We plot the impedance profiles of all 8 boards. The blue lines are the boards equipped with original STM32F205 chips and the red lines are the boards with GD32F205 chips. Even though the GD32F205 chip has the same package as the STM32F205, their parasitic effects are different from each other. Thus, the counterfeit chips inevitably change multiple capacitance, resistance, and inductance values in Equation (4) and affect the impedance profile. From the changes of self-impedance, we find that compared with the STM32F205, the GD32F205 has a relative large parasitic resistance causing the higher impedance at the dump and low impedance at the peak. This finding is consistent with the transfer impedance shown in Fig. B-4 (b) where the GD32F205 has a higher impedance than STM32F205. Therefore, we are able to successfully identify the boards with counterfeit chips.